The 125 foot drop into Wildcat Canyon is the largest drop in the Park. You can get three different views of this waterfall. There are two viewpoints from the top of the canyon - one from the East and one from the West. You can also descend the stairs and take a very short path into the bottom of the canyon itself. Water is present after rains and this Canyon has been known to produce beautiful ice falls in the winter.

**LENGTH FROM THE VISITOR CENTER:** 1.0 Miles  
**DIFFICULTY:** Easy from the Lodge, Moderate from the Visitor Center (many steps)  
**PARKING:** Park at the Lower Park parking lot or at the Lodge  
**WATERFALL:** Yes after rainfalls  
**TOP VIEW:** Yes (East View and West View)  
**INTERIOR CANYON VIEW:** Yes  
**WILDLIFE:** Birdwatching, squirrel, rabbit, chipmunk, wild turkey, waterfowl.  
**VIEWS:** Beehive Overlook

**CONNECTING TRAILS:** French Canyon, Basswood Canyon, Lonetree Canyon, Beehive Overlook.

**VIEWS FROM THE TRAIL**